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Structure-Aware
Web Transcoding 
for Mobile Devices

Transcoding heuristics that consider a Web page’s structure

and the relative importance of Web components make

complex Web pages accessible from handheld devices.

As both the number of mobile users
and users’ reliance on the Web
grows, so does the need for Web

access from handheld devices.1 The cur-
rent disparity between such devices’
available computing resources and the
resources required for smooth Web
browsing makes it difficult and unpleas-
ant to access Web pages with them. To
navigate complex Web pages with a
handheld device, a user must scroll down
and across the page many times. Further-
more, although handhelds are becoming
more powerful, few can satisfactorily
handle multimedia data.

Two general solutions to this disparity
exist: manual and automatic reauthoring.
In manual reauthoring, Web authors pre-
pare multiple versions of a Web page tar-
geted to resource profiles of various plat-
forms, including the Wireless Application
Platform (www.wapforum.org).2,3 Although
this approach can produce high-quality
pages for specific devices, it assumes a Web
author will both be available to reauthor

the pages and will know what pages users
will want to access. Because no one can
predict how Web surfing will progress (dur-
ing a mobile Web search session, for exam-
ple), this approach severely limits the num-
ber of Web pages accessible via handheld
devices. 

In automatic reauthoring,4,5 a trans-
coding module transparently converts
individual pages, making all Web pages
accessible. Although attractive in theory,
this approach is not yet widely used
because the transcoding quality is poor.
Systems such as Pixo (www.pixo.com/
products/products002.htm) generate al-
most unusable pages from complex Web
pages with large nested table structures.
Existing automatic reauthoring tech-
niques ignore the relative importance of
Web page components — basic units for
transcoding — which can be extracted
through syntactic analysis of the page’s
HTML source code. Furthermore, because
most existing transcoding techniques are
local transforms, they do not consider the
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Web page’s overall structure when making deci-
sions. (For a description of current techniques, see
the sidebar, “Existing Transcoding Heuristics.”)
Recent work by Jinlin and colleagues6 considers a
Web page’s overall layout during the transcoding
process, but does not reflect the relative impor-
tance of Web components.

Our long-term goal is to develop a high-quality
syntax-based Web transcoding system that allows
universal access to Web pages without manual
reauthoring. We focus on structure-aware trans-
coding heuristics, which preserve the original Web
page’s underlying layout as much as possible. The
proposed heuristics extract the relative importance
of Web components from an intelligent syntactic
analysis. Like other transcoding approaches, ours
does not support executable content such as Java,
Javascript, and Flash. To evaluate our heuristics’
effectiveness, we performed subjective quality eval-
uations in Web-based experiments. 

Transcoding Framework 
We first describe a transcoding framework, which is
useful in understanding the strengths and weak-
nesses of transcoding heuristics in a unified setting. 

Web Page Representation 
We represent each Web page using a modified tree
structure. This lets us efficiently analyze pages
because it represents various page layouts (for
example, nested table structures) and expresses the
interrelationship among components. Figure 1a
shows a tree-based internal representation using
a sample Web page.

The tree-based data structure has two node
types and two edge types. Context nodes (white
boxes in Figure 1a) contain attributes of the cor-
responding HTML structure, such as the HTML tag,
the estimated screen real estate the HTML struc-
ture requires, and other heuristic-specific data.
Terminal nodes (shaded boxes in Figure 1a) include
Web content to be displayed, such as text blocks

and images. The tree’s solid edges point to the
(possibly nested) substructures, and the dashed
edges represent the sibling relationships between
connected nodes.

Problem Formulation 
A Web transcoding technique H generally consists
of two functions: a grouping function and a sum-
marizing function. 

The grouping function Hg divides a Web page
into several subgroups, forming Web components.
Given a tree representation Tw of a Web page W,
Hg partitions Tw into a set of subtrees. 

The summarizing function Hs includes three
subtasks: 

• deciding which subgroups will be reduced to
hyperlinks in the transcoded pages;

• choosing representative phrases for the elided
subgroups; and

• modifying the tree-based representation to
reflect decisions made in the first two steps.

Consider, for example, the outlining transform O,4

which separates section headers from subsequent
text, as Figure 1 shows. The grouping function Og

identifies sections based on section headers in the
Web page (Figure 1a). The summarizing function Os

leaves the section headers as hyperlinks, hiding the
text blocks behind them (Figure 1b). 

Given a tree representation Tw of a Web page W
and a set of n transcoding heuristics {H1, ..., Hn}, the
Web transcoding problem aims to find a sequence 
S = Hin º Hin–1

º ... º Hi3
º Hi of transcoding heuristics

such that the transformed pages most efficiently sat-
isfy a given quality metric. (For existing transcod-
ing heuristics, see the sidebar on p. 18.)

Structure-Aware
Transcoding Heuristics 
To improve the presentation of transcoded Web
pages on a mobile device, transcoding heuristics
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Figure 1. Tree-based representation of a Web page. (a) The outlining transform’s grouping function divides Web components
into subtrees; (b) the summarizing function chooses subtrees to be elided and modifies the tree to reflect these decisions.
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should preserve the layout of the original Web
pages as much as possible. We introduce two new
heuristics, the generalized outlining transform and
the selective elision transform, which preserve the
structure of Web pages during transcoding. Both
exploit common layout characteristics of complex
Web pages. They use more general grouping func-
tions than other transcoding heuristics while con-
sidering the page’s overall layout. (For a more
detailed description, see our earlier work.7) 

Generalized Outlining Transform 
Complex Web pages generally use multiple repeat-
ed layout patterns. This is a characteristic that
other art mediums share. For example, most
graphic artists know that large posters should not
use more than four colors or patterns;  to deliver
the message more effectively they should use a few
patterns repeatedly.

Figure 2a shows three repeated layout patterns in
a sample Web page. If we can identify these patterns,
we can group them like the outlining transform
groups header and text components. To detect
repeated layout patterns, we need a general grouping
condition. For example, we cannot use the outlining
transform to group the repeated patterns in the sam-
ple page because the patterns do not use section

headers. The generalized outlining transform, how-
ever, can identify these patterns using a general
grouping function that transcodes the Web page to a
sequence of smaller pages, as Figure 2b shows.

Grouping function. The generalized outlining
transform’s grouping function depends on repeat-
ed layout patterns, rather than specific tag combi-
nations. Although repeated layout patterns are
easy to identify visually, they are difficult to detect
in a tree-based representation. Successive Web
components often have the same layout but dif-
ferent tree representations because they contain
significantly different content. Consider, for exam-
ple, the five leftmost table cells in Figure 2a. As
Figure 2b shows, the cells form a repeated layout
pattern although the bottom cell in Figure 2a con-
tains an image while the top four cells contain
hyperlinks only.

To find all the repeated layout patterns in a Web
page W and assign them to groups, the grouping
function traverses W’s tree-based representation
TW in postorder. Whenever it meets a context node
representing a structural tag (such as <ul> or
<table>), it executes the prefix pattern-matching
algorithm to find a repeated layout pattern from a
subtree rooted with the current context node, or
structural context node. 

To find a repeated layout pattern for each sub-
tree T′ rooted with a structural context node, we
solve the prefix pattern-matching problem on the
string representation of subtree T′. Given the tree-
based representation T′, we convert T′ to a string
representation ST′, consisting of symbols represent-
ing various HTML tags and text blocks in the Web
page. For example, we would convert the source
code <a>WebAlchemist</a><br> is a struc-
ture-aware transcoding system to the string,
TA Text Etag TBR Text. TA corresponds to <a>, TBR
represents <br>, Etag represents all closing tags such
as </a>, and Text indicates a text block. 

We search for frequently occurring substrings
of ST′, which are candidates for a repeated layout
pattern. Because we match prefixes only, the dif-
ferent content types do not affect matching results.
The suffixes in a string representation denote the
Web component’s content type. 

To find a repeated layout pattern, we construct
a string tree for a given string representation. Each
string tree edge represents a string element, which
symbolizes an HTML tag or text block. Each node
records the number of times the corresponding
substring occurs in the given string representation.
We construct the corresponding substring by fol-
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Figure 2. An example of the generalized outlining transform. (a) The
transform identifies three repeated layout patterns in a Web page
and (b) transcodes the page into a sequence of smaller pages.



lowing the edges from the root to the node.
Figure 3 illustrates how we construct a string

tree, using repeated layout pattern #2 in Figure 2
as an example. When we insert the string TA Text
Etag Text TBR into a string tree, the string follows
an edge TA, if it exists, under the root. If not, we
create a new node and set its node counter to 1.
This node is linked with the root, and we associ-
ate the edge between the root and the new node
with TA. We similarly insert Text, followed by Etag,
Text, and TBR. As we insert each character of this
string, the corresponding node counter increments
by 1. The string tree in Figure 3 shows that the
string TA Text Etag Text TBR repeats six times.

After building the string tree, we can easily find
repeated substrings through tree traversal. We col-
lect all substrings appearing more frequently than
a given threshold as candidate repeat substrings.
We then select the final repeated substring using
two rules: 

• Rule 1. Select substrings starting with a struc-
tural tag or a hyperlink.

• Rule 2. Select the longest of the selected sub-
strings.

Finding a repeated substring takes O(n2) opera-
tions, where n is the number of nodes in a subtree
rooted by a given node.

We compute the repeated layout pattern from
the selected repeated substring. Because we only
match the repeated substring’s prefix, the selected
substring defines the beginning portion of a
repeated layout in a Web component. The group-
ing function combines all the components locat-
ed between the beginning of the current pattern
and the beginning of the next. 

Summarizing function. After the grouping func-
tion identifies the repeated layout patterns, the
summarizing function decides which repeated lay-
out patterns to elide. It converts the matched pre-
fixes of the selected layout patterns into hyper-
links, hiding the rest of the content behind them.
For example, it replaces repeated layout pattern #1
in Figure 2a with five hyperlinks using the
matched prefixes (category names such as “LDP
worldwide”) in Figure 2b.

Because complex Web pages typically have sev-
eral repeated layout patterns, the summarizing func-
tion must select the appropriate patterns from
among many candidates. We introduce two new
parameters, shrinking factor and information densi-
ty, to assist the selection process. The shrinking fac-

tor is the ratio of a Web component’s display size
after it is transcoded to its size before it is transcod-
ed. The summarizing function generally favors
repeated layout patterns with high shrinking factors.

Information density refers to the amount of
content accumulated in a Web component, indi-
rectly representing the component’s importance.
The summarizing function does not select repeat-
ed layout patterns with high information density
because eliding such semantically important por-
tions will degrade the transcoding quality.

Each Web component starts with an information
density of 1. In the transform’s current version, a
Web component’s importance is determined by
syntactic attributes such as font size, table cell
width, cascading style sheets (CSS), and the number
of already elided subcomponents. The information
density increases by 1 if the font size or the table
cell width is larger than a predefined threshold
value. (This is based on the assumption that HTML
authors commonly use larger fonts or wider table
cells to emphasize more important components.) If
a Web component includes previously elided sub-
components, its information density also increas-
es by 1, which prevents the same component from
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Figure 3. A simple example of string tree construction. Each edge
represents a string element; inside each node is the number of times
the substring is repeated.
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being elided repeatedly, which makes it difficult to
preserve the Web page’s original layout. The Web
components in the lower right corner of Figure 2a
have an information density of 3 because they use
boldface text in a wide table cell.

After assigning a shrinking factor and an infor-
mation density to each Web component, the sum-
marizing function classifies the components into
five categories based on these numbers.7 For exam-
ple, if a component has a high shrinking factor but
low information density, the summarizing function
elides it. On the other hand, if the component has
a high information density, the summarizing func-
tion does not elide it because it is important.

Selective Elision Transform 
Many popular Web sites use complex tables to
organize their content structurally. Properly
transcoding such complex Web pages for handheld

devices is a challenge. Existing transcoding heuris-
tics such as the table transform (see the sidebar)
often destroy the original table structures. Once the
table structure is broken, it is difficult to under-
stand the author’s intent. 

The selective elision transform attempts to pre-
serve table structure as much as possible: in addi-
tion to table attributes such as cell width, this
transform uses syntactic attributes such as font
size to decide whether to elide a table cell.

Figure 4 shows an example of the selective eli-
sion transform. The transform’s grouping function
selects all table cells whose width is larger than a
given threshold (Figure 4a). When table cells are
nested, it examines the inner cells first.

As with the generalized outlining transform,
the selective elision transform’s summarizing
function uses shrinking factor and information
density to decide which subgroups to elide. It cal-
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Existing Transcoding Heuristics 

The existing literature describes seven
transcoding heuristics.1,2

• Bickmore and colleagues proposed
the outlining transform1 for paragraphs
that  begin with section headers.The
outlining transform replaces the
section headers with hyperlinks
pointing to the corresponding text
blocks. This transform effectively
preserves a Web page’s itemized
structure while significantly reducing
the display size.

• The improved outlining transform2 adds a
more general grouping function and
supports more syntactic combinations
than the original outlining transform.
Transcoding system developers can use
the improved outlining transform
where conceptually higher (more
abstract) and lower (more detailed)
pairs exist.

• Transcoding system developers use
the first sentence elision transform1

when a Web page’s text blocks are too
large to be displayed on a handheld
device. A hyperlink hides all but the
first sentence of the text block.This
transform works well when the first
sentence summarizes the entire block.

• The restricted first sentence elision

transform2 has a more limited grouping
function than the first sentence elision
transform. If a long text block is within
a table structure, or a text block
includes a table structure, the
restricted transform suppresses the
first sentence elision transform to
maintain the Web page’s table
structure. By not applying the first
sentence elision transform where table
structures exist, this transform lets
table-specific heuristics handle tables.

• The image reduction and elision
transforms1 are useful in dealing with
images in Web pages.They scale down
images with a predefined scaling factor
and create hyperlinks pointing to the
reduced images.

• The indexed segmentation transform1

divides a long Web page into a
sequence of small subpages that fit a
handheld device’s display. The
transform tries to find logical
elements, such as text blocks or lists,
by analyzing syntactic information on
the Web page. It sequentially arranges
the identified elements in the
transcoded page until it can properly
display the new page on the handheld
device.The transform then creates a
sequence of subpages, each connected

via hyperlinks.
• The table transform1 identifies a table in

a Web page and checks that a handheld
device can display it properly. If the
table is too wide or too long, the
transform unrolls it and creates one
subpage per cell in a top-down, left-
right order.

Existing transcoding heuristics employ
grouping functions that are effective only
for small combinations of HTML tags. Fur-
thermore, because the grouping functions
consider only the local syntactic attributes
without weighing a Web page’s overall lay-
out, they cannot properly reflect the devel-
oper’s intention, especially for complex
Web pages.Our structure-aware transcod-
ing heuristics improve on these by consid-
ering both the importance of Web compo-
nents and the Web page structure when
making transcoding decisions.
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culates these parameters similarly to the general-
ized outlining transform.

The center cell in Figure 4a has higher infor-
mation density because it is wider than the others,
and is therefore not elided. As Figure 4b shows,
the selective elision transform preserves the impor-
tant table structure of the original CNN homepage.

Experiments 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
transcoding heuristics, we extended the prototype
of the WebAchemist transcoding system, an in-
house testbed for Web transcoding research.8 We
implemented our new heuristics and modified
WebAlchemist’s transcoding manager module to
reflect the new transcoding parameters, informa-
tion density and shrinking factor.

Transcoding Manager 
The extended WebAlchemist system supports six
transcoding heuristics: the image reduction and
elision transforms, the restricted first sentence eli-
sion transform, the indexed segmentation trans-
form, the improved outlining transform, the gen-
eralized outlining transform, and the selective
elision transform. We also modified the first four
transcoding heuristics to work with information
density and the shrinking factor.

The transcoding manager’s main role is to
decide how to use the six heuristics. Because
transcoding heuristics require several parameters
for proper operation (the display size of a hand-
held device and predefined threshold values, for
example), the transcoding manager also decides
which value to use for each parameter. We empir-
ically determined the following sequence of steps

as a default sequence for WebAlchemist:

1. improved outlining transform
2. generalized outlining transform
3. selective elision transform
4. restricted first sentence elision transform
5. image reduction and elision transforms
6. indexed segmentation transform

This sequence follows our intuition that preserv-
ing the overall layout (or structure) is an impor-
tant requirement for high-quality transcoding of
complex Web pages. The first three transforms
effectively reduce display size while keeping the
original page structure.

Subjective Evaluation 
To evaluate WebAlchemist’s effectiveness in con-
verting complex Web pages, we chose a subjective
evaluation. Initial experiments showed that similar
objective characteristics can exhibit striking dif-
ferences when evaluated subjectively.

Forty-three college students and engineers liv-
ing in Seoul participated in the evaluation. We
asked each participant, all of whom are active Web
users, to judge the transcoded pages’ quality using
one of five grades: fair, good, and excellent are sat-
isfactory ratings while unusable and poor are
unsatisfactory. We used 13 Web sites as test
pages,7 four of which were well-known news sites
(for example, www.cnn.com) and four were popu-
lar portals/search engines (such as www.yahoo.
com). A simulated 320 × 240 display (typical for
PDAs) showed both transcoded and original pages.

Figure 5 summarizes the results of our subjec-
tive evaluation. Figure 6 shows a transcoded ver-
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Figure 4. An example of the selective elision transform. (a) The CNN homepage and (b) the transcoded
CNN homepage after applying the selective elision transform.

(a) (b)



sion of the Yahoo homepage. (All transcoded Web
pages are available at http://davinci.snu.ac.kr/
WebAlchemist/experiments/.) 

As Figure 5 shows, at least 80 percent of the eval-
uators gave the test pages satisfactory ratings. Four
of the pages — Lab_member, Mobicom, Nasa.gov,
and Gnu.org — received excellent ratings from more
than 80 percent of the evaluators. Furthermore, no
evaluator rated any test Web page unusable. 

One interesting observation from this evalua-
tion is that most mobile users avoid horizontal

scrolls as much as possible, a fact that contributed
to the CNN homepage’s relatively poor rating.
Considering the complexity of the tested Web
pages, the evaluation results demonstrate WebAl-
chemist’s overall effectiveness.

Conclusion
Although the current version of WebAlchemist
already produces usable Web pages for handheld
devices, we can further improve it within the auto-
matic reauthoring framework. For example, know-
ing a Web component’s access profile can help
determine its relative importance. We plan to
extend WebAlchemist by incorporating user access
profile into the existing transcoding heuristics.
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